XV SOUTH AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON MIGRATION (SACM)
“With justice and equality towards Migration Governance”

Santiago, September 8, 9, and 10, 2015
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs – Teatinos 180, Santiago)

AGENDA

Tuesday 8: Conference Room, 17th floor

09:00 Working Session I
Review and discussion of the topics from the XIV SACM (X Intersessional Meeting) and new topics XV SACM

- Opening remarks - PTP Chile
- Work methodology – PTP Chile

Central Theme I: Follow-up on the South American Plan for the Human Development of Migration.

- Education and Training Strategies
  Presentation PPT- Chile
  Report TS
  Debate

- Policies for the Social Inclusion of Migrants
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Report TS
  Debate

- The Access to Justice by Migrant People
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Debate
Central Theme II: Migration and South American Integration.

- **Free Mobility of People**
  Report PPT
  Presentation by Paraguay Delegation
  Debate

11:00  Break (Panoramic Room, floor 17th)
11:30  Continuation of Working Session I
13:00  Lunch (Panoramic Room, floor 17th)
14:30  Working Session II

Central Theme III: Migration Governance Strengthening.

- **Horizontal Cooperation**
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Report TS
  Debate

- **Participation of Civil Society Organizations (CSO) in the SACM**
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Debate

- **Migration and City**
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Debate

16:00  Break (Panoramic Room, floor 17th)
16:30  Continuation of Working Session II
Central Theme IV: International Projection of the South American Region.
New Proposals.

- Networking of SACM with other Regional Consultative Processes on Migration (RCPs)
  Presentation PPT- Chile
  Debate

- Review of SACM mandates in light of the Global and Regional Commitments, Post 2015 Agenda and Montevideo Consensus (Initial Pose)

- South American Convention on Migration
  Presentation PPT- Chile
  Report TS
  Debate

Other specific issues

- Migration, Climate Change and Environment
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Debate

- Organic Laws of the SACM
  Presentation PPT-Chile
  Debate

18:00 Santiago Declaration of the XV SACM
(First meeting of the drafting Committee)
**Wednesday 9:** Conference Room, 17th floor

09:00  Meeting of the Heads of Delegation.

09:30  Report on the technical session of the XV SACM
  Presentation PPT Chile
  Debate

11:30  Break (Panoramic Room, 17th floor)

12:00  **Opening Ceremony of the XV SACM**
  - Ambassador Alejandro Marisio, SACM Presidency Pro Tempore
  - Ambassador William Lacy Swing, IOM Director General
  - Ambassador Edgardo Riveros, Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs

  Participants include Official Delegations and Observer Organizations and Countries, Representatives of the Civil Society, Special Guests.

  **Official Photograph**

13:00  Official Lunch

15:00  **Senior Officials Session**
  - Speeches of the SACM Member States
  - Speeches of the Representatives of Civil Society

18:00  Santiago Declaration of the XV SACM
  (Second meeting of the drafting Committee)

18:30  **IOM Official Activity**
  Patagonia Room – Crowne Plaza Hotel
Thursday 10: Conference Room, 17th floor

09:00 Working Session III
Participation of the representatives of International Organizations and Observer Countries

10:30 Break (Panoramic room, 17th floor)

11:00 Report and proposals of the XV SACM
Presentation PPT-Chile
Debate

12:00 Reading and approval of the XV SACM Santiago Declaration

12:30 Closing Ceremony
Presidency Pro-Tempore Chile

SANTIAGO, SEPTEMBER, 2015.